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Oxford: Bodleian, MS. Auct.F.5.26  
 
‘Virtue and Vice’ miscellany 

England, s.xv med 
 
I Parchment, 236 × 163mm. v (first paper, rest parchment) + 119 + ii (one parchment, other paper). 
Pagination (partly in pen [s.xvii], partly in pencil [s.xx]): i–x, 1–241 [there are two errors in this 
pagination. First, there is no p.11; second, pp.157–8 are repeated. So, from p.12 to p.158, page numbers 
are one greater than they should be, while from p.158 bis to the end, they are one lower than is correct. 
NB: throughout description, accurate pagination used]; another pagination apparent at pp.177–9 {170–
2} & 201 {182}.  
II i – ix12, x12 wanting 3 (after p.220 recte). Catchwords. Evidence of leaf signatures at pp.121, 127, 
129, 131. 
III 150 × 100mm; 30 long lines fully ruled and pricked. 
IV Written in one gothic book–hand by a scribe who is not positively identifiable but is known to 
have collaborated with Henry Mere on Bod., MS.Bodl. 281 {William of Auvergne}, taking over writing at 
at fol.123 [on Mere, see M.B.Parkes, “A fifteenth century scribe” in his Scribes, scripts and readers 
(London, 1991) pp.249–256; also DHL, p.105], and in the 1460s with a group of scribes including 
William Salomon of Leon on a set of manuscripts, Oxford: Exeter College, MS.51–68 {Hugh of St.Cher} 
[for details of the division of labour, see DHL, no.102]. His script is similar to Mere’s; the g has an upright 
stem which ascends pronouncedly above the horizontal stroke, the a is double–compartmented, and the i at 
beginning of a word is often written as if it were a majuscule. Punctuation is very noticeable; note 
especially the light but clear diagonal stroke dotting the i. He writes in black ink, titles in red; marginal 
notes in same hand. 
V There are illuminated initials at pp.1, 84, 115, 178, 187, 201 each adorned with half–borders 
comprising pen–strokes coloured with green and small balls of gold, creating a pattern of ‘fir cones.’ This 
is the work of the English illuminator of Bod., MS.Bodl.283, on whom see K.Scott, The Mirroure of the 
Worlde (Oxford, 1980) pp.34–40; for an example of this illuminator’s work similar to the decoration here 
see BL, MS.Royal. 18.D.ii, fol.6, on which see K.Scott, Late Gothic Manuscripts, 1390–1490 (London, 
1996) pl.387; on the illuminator generally, see op.cit., cat. no. 136 and also ead., “A mid-fifteenth century 
English illuminating shop”, JWCI, xxxi (1968), pp.170-96. 
VI There are marginalia and various nota-marks written by more than ten fifteenth and sixteenth 
century readers. The first hand to occur writes a contents list at p.x in an experimental script with humanist 
letter forms (note also the unusual g written with one stroke and looking something like a ‘q’ written 
diagonally). This annotator - in a more current gothic script - also corrects the text at certain points (pp 9, 
15, 19, 92, 106, 130, 176, 195 & perhaps 107). Another hand, in a small, lightly written gothic script, also 
corrects the text (eg. pp.119, 120, 121, 131, 203 etc.) and adds at the end of item [10]: totum corectum 
(p.220). Prof. de la Mare has suggested the possibility that one of the annotators in this manuscript also 
occurs in Bod., MS.Selden Supra 22 {Ps.–Quintilian, Declamationes} [DHL, no.51]. Indeed, a note at 
p.122 may well be in the same hand as the note in Kemp’s manuscript at fol.113; in the latter case, the note 
is accompanied by a maniculum (which also occurs at fol.156) - a similar one, with a narrow cuff and its 
base drawn with a jagged line, occurs in this codex (pp.36, 98, 126, 191). There is also a similar flower 
nota–mark in this manuscript (p.125; contrast the flower at pp.37, 131) and Kemp’s (fol.17). While these 
are probably all by the same hand, there is also a set of simple nota–marks written like a long s in both 
manuscripts (eg. pp.5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 21, 22 etc. here; fol.6, 6v, 11v, 12 etc in the Selden manuscript] which 
may be by a different hand. Other annotations in this manuscript include a large sixteenth century hand in 
black ink concentrated in item [1], marking subject–matter (pp.9, 12, 14, 18, 19, 30, 32, 33, 34, 36, 42, 
51). At the front of the volume (pp.v–vii), another mid–sixteenth century hand adds notes mainly on item 
[1] recording quotations that follow the work’s line of argument. 
VII Early plain parchment binding with remnants of four pieces of string used to tie the volume 
closed.  
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2o fol.:  opere hoc ut... 
  
 * * * 
 
 [1]  pp.1–83: Pietro del Monte, De Vitiorum inter se Differencia (with preface) 

tit.: Petrus de monte ad illustrissimum principem Ducem Gloucestrie/ de 
virtutum & viciorum inter se differencia. 
pref.: Tuas eximias laudes virtutesque ... [p.3] colloquentes ac disputantes 
audiamus 
dial.: Cum petrus emilianus pontifex vincentinus ... & osculata presulis dextera 
discesserunt. / Explicit 

Preface alone in Sammut, pp.151–3, collated with this copy. 
The author’s copy of this work is Seville: Biblioteca Colombina, MS.5/1/20; for English copies that 
stand outside the ‘Virtue & Vice’ group see Cambridge: CCC, MS.472.  
The three books divide as follows: lib. i [pp.3–28]; lib.ii [pp.29–54]; lib.iii [pp.54–83]. 
 
[2]  pp.84–92: Leonardo Bruni, Oratio in Hypocritas 

tit.: Invectiva leonardi Aretini contra ypocritas incipit. 
tract.: Ex omni genere hominum quos varijs ... In vicia autem aliena non 
curiosus sis sed in tua. / Explicit 

Printed in O.Gratius, ed., Fasciculus rerum, i (London, 1690) pp.307–310. 
 
pp.93–96: blank 
 
[3]  pp.97–114: Xenophon Latinus, Hiero (Bruni, with preface) 

tit. pref.: Leonardi Arretini prefacio in librum zenophontis incipit qui Tiran/nus 
dicitur. 
pref.: Zenophontis philosophi quendam libellum...[p.98] ausi sumus attingere. 
tit.: Zenophontis philosophi liber qui dicitur tyrannus incipit feliciter. 
dial.: Cum ad hyeronem tyrannum Symonides ... felix enim cum sis nemo tibi 
invidebit/ Explicit liber. 

Xenophon, ed.P.Beroaldus (Bologna: Benedictus Hectoris, 1502) sig.Rvi–Sv; preface alone edited by 
Baron ed., Bruni, pp.147–9 (without reference to this copy). Manuscripts and early printed editions listed 
by D.Marsh in Catalogus Translationum, vii (Washington, DC, 1992) pp.149-155. 
 
[4]  pp.115–142: Lapo da Castiglionchio, Comparatio Studiorum et Rei Militaris 

tit.: Ad illustrissimum principem Humfridum ducem Glowcestrie / et comitem 
penbrothie. lapicastellinculi comparatio studiorum & rei militaris 
tract.: Diu inter doctissimos viros ... atque effugere incommoda potuerunt. 
Explicit liber. 

Only the opening dedication to this [pp.115–7] is edited: Sammut, pp.166–7. The dedication is separated 
from the rest of the text by nothing more than a double space, as also in. CUL, MS. Ll.1.7, fol.48, but 
contrast with the layout at Bod., MS.Ashmole 1383, fol.2. 
 
[5]  pp.143–156: S. Basilius Magnus Latinus, De Liberalibus Studiis (Bruni, 
with preface) 
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tit. pref.: Leonardi Arretini prefacio ad colucium salutatum in librum magni/ 
Basilij. 
pref.: Ego tibi hunc librum coluci ... [p.144] animadverte queso quanta gravitas 
sit 
tit.: Magni basilij ad Iuvenes religiosos quibus studijs opera danda sit. 
tract.: Multa sunt filij que hortantur ... nunc recta consilia aspernantes./ Explicit 
liber. 

Edited, without reference to this copy, in S.Basil, Discorsi ai giovani, ed. M.Naldini (Florence, 1984) 
pp.229–248. 
 
[6]  pp.157–166: Isocrates Latinus, Ad Demonicum (Castiglionchio) 

tit.: Isocratis oracio ad demonicum incipit feliciter. 
orat.: Cum in alijs permultis bonorum ... industria diligenciaque superare./ 
Explicit liber. 

Edited, without reference to this copy, by K.Müllner, “Zur Humanistischen Übersetzungsliteratur”, Wiener 
Studien, xxiii (1901) pp.280–89. 
 
[7]  pp.167–177: Isocrates Latinus, Nicocles (Castiglionchio) 

tit.: Nicoclis oracio ad subditos incipit. 
orat.: Non me fugit esse nonnullos ... sed tantum fide iusticiaque conficere./ 
Explicit 

Unprinted. 
 

[8]  pp.178–186: Isocrates Latinus, Ad Nicoclem (Castiglionchio) 
tit.: Isocratis oratio ad nicoclem de regno incipit. 
orat.: Qui vobis regibus nicocles ... sed maiora ac digniora efficies / Explicit. 

Unprinted. 
 

[9]  pp.187–200:  Isocrates Latinus, Nicocles (Guarino, with preface) 
tit. pref.: Guarini veronesis in orationem isocratis Qua in subditos/ regem 
instituit ad principem leonellum estensem epistola incipit. 
pref.: Sepius ante oculos res humanas ... [p.188] viginti talenta dono misisse. 
tit.: Nicocles ad subditos. 
orat.: Plerique sunt qui graves ... Universa licebit hec licebit absolvere./ Explicit. 

Preface alone in R.Sabbadini ed., Epistolario di Guarino Veronese, vol.2 {Miscellanea di storia veneta 
ser.3 vol.11} (Venice, 1916) pp.258–60. 
 
[10] pp.201–220:  Guarino Veronensis, De Assentatoris et Amici Differencia 
(with preface) 

tit.: Guarini Veronensis ad illustrem principem dominum leonellum Estensem de 
assentatoris & amici differencia ex plutharcho liber incipit. 
pref.: Platonem virum doctissimum ... [p.202] de huius ortu subiecero 
tract.: Maximos & praestanti ingenio ... id sibi manasse meminerint./ Explicit. 

Preface and final paragraph in Sabbadini ed., Epistolario, pp.260–2. This work is an adaptation, not simply 
a translation, of Plutarch's quomodo adulator ab amico internoscatur. 
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[11] pp.221–235: dictionary of terms 
dict.: Auriolor laris lari id est divinare ... Venum ibunt id est vendentur. / Pestes 
tidis proprium nomen. 

Unprinted. For discussion, see c.vii p.256-8 above. 
 
pp.236–8: blank 
 
 * * * 
 
This manuscript is one of the three surviving copies of what I have dubbed the ‘Virtue 

and Vice’ miscellany, so-called because of the error the manuscripts share in the title of 

item [1]. The other manuscripts in this group are CUL, MS.Ll.i.7 and London: Lambeth 

Palace Library, MS.341; in the latter, the order of items is exactly the same, but the 

former opens with items ordered [1], [4], [2], [3]. The compilation was originally made 

in Oxford, totally or in the main from humanist manuscripts which had been donated to 

the university by Humfrey of Gloucester. However, the exemplar of the miscellany is 

not extant and, though it would seem prima facie likely that the other copies would have 

also been made in Oxford, this is by no means certain for any of the extant manuscripts. 

The evidence for a lost exemplar of the ‘Virtue & Vice’ group is based on collation 

of item [1] in the three manuscripts (with MS.Auct. F.5.26 = O; CUL, MS.Ll.i.7 = C; 

Lambeth, MS.341 = L). First, the position of C is reflected in the following extract: 

pauper divitem non sibi dubitat anteferre et dives pauperem sibi gaudeat equare [Seville: Biblioteca 
Colombina, MS.5/1/20 fol.9v]: pauper divitem sibi non dubitat anteferre et dives pauperem sibi non 
gaudeat equare [L]; pauper divitem \sibi non dubitat anteferre et dives pauperem/ sibi non gaudeat 
equare [O]; pauper divitem sibi non gaudeat equare [C] 
 
From this instance, it is clear that C was copied from O before the correction was 

added. This leaves the question of the relation between O and L: 

hec liberos homines servos facit & quidem servos empiticijs deteriores neque tamen servos sed 
teterrimarum passionum... [O p.59]: hec liberos homines servos facit scilicet teterrimarum passionum 
[L] 
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beatus Augustinus artificem regende rei publice scripsit non eciam hanc adiunxisse... [O p.74]: beatus 
Augustinus artificem regende rei publice appellat illis legibus quas de re publice scripsit non eciam 
hanc adiunxisse [L] 
 
The contrasting lacunae demonstrate that O can not be copied from L nor vice versa; in 

other words, they must both derive from an independent copy. It is possible, therefore, 

to produce a stemma of the ‘Virtue and Vice’ group and its sources: 

 
 

 m  n  H  o  p 
 
 
 
 

 x 
 
 
 

   L O  D 
 
 
 

  C 
 

m = Sammut no. 273 = [1] 
n =? Sammut no. 232 = [4] & [6]-[8] [see also Sammut, pp.165-7] 
H = BL, MS.Harl. 3426 = Sammut no.236 - includes [3] & [5] 
o =? Sammut no. 243 - perhaps included [2] 
p = [9] & [10] - no appropriate entry in Humfrey’s gifts, but Guarino did send a letter 
to the Duke [Sammut, pp.227-8]; perhaps these texts were sent with it 
D = Dublin: Trinity College, MS.438 - copies items [3], [6], [8]-[10] 
 
The ‘Virtue & Vice’ exemplar was probably compiled in the five or so years after 

Humfrey’s manuscripts arrived in Oxford, suggesting that there was something of a 

vogue for humanist texts [on the probable terminus post quem non of compilation, see 

Dublin: Trinity College, MS.438]. The codicological evidence of the extant 

manuscripts suggests that a group of scribes worked together on producing a set of 
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copies of this miscellany. Lambeth, MS.341 is written by two scribes (the first writing 

fol.1–192 & fol.204–210vb; the second fol.193-203) but it also has notes (eg. fol.19v, 

28v, 113–4) and titles (fol.88, 102, 129, 143, 164 & 187) by the scribe of MS.Auct. 

F.5.26. The Cambridge manuscript was produced by yet another scribe but he was, as 

we have seen, working from MS.Auct. F.5.26 before it was corrected. The question 

remains, however, of where the extant manuscripts were copied. This issue can be 

discussed by focussing on MS.Auct F.5.26. 

This manuscript could have been produced in either Oxford or Canterbury; its scribe 

probably worked in both cities [for possible identifications, see DHL, p.106]. By the 

1460s, he was in Oxford, where he worked alongside William Salomon, copying for 

Roger Keys. Yet, at an earlier point in his career, he collaborated with Henry Mere who 

certainly worked for the cathedral priory at Canterbury; the volume they produced 

together - Bod., MS.Bodl.281 - was owned by Christ Church. Moreover, Lambeth, 

MS.341, in the construction of which he assisted, was bound in Canterbury by John 

Kemsyn. That binding might date from the last two decades of the fifteenth century but 

there is independent evidence to suggest that a copy of the miscellany may have been in 

Canterbury earlier: in 1459, Henry Cranebroke, a monk of Christ Church, transcribed 

some of its texts into his own compilation [BL, MS.Royal. 10.B.ix, on which see 

Dublin: Trinity, MS.438]. So, even if none of the extant manuscripts were written in 

Canterbury, one arrived there soon after its production. The history of the ‘Virtue and 

Vice’ group corroborates the traditional interpretation, which sees humanist interest 

disseminating from Oxford to Canterbury (via Canterbury College) but it also revises it 
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by suggesting how quickly texts could move from the university-town to the cathedral 

city [Weiss, pp.128-31; W.Pantin, Canterbury College, Oxford iv (Oxford, 1985) 

pp.82–4]. 

 

MS.Auct. F.5.26 may have left its place of production soon after its transcription; the 

manuscript’s illuminator was active c.1460–c.1475 and seems to have resided in 

London. Moreover, the manuscript’s connection with Bod., MS.Selden Supra 22 could 

suggest that it remained around London after it had been illuminated, as the latter 

manuscript may have been owned by Thomas Kemp, Bishop of London [DHL, no.51]. 

Whatever else, the connexion between the marginalia of the two copies suggests that 

MS.Selden Supra 22 and this manuscript spent some time together in the same library. 

In the sixteenth century, the volume belonged to John Foxe, the martyrologist, who 

writes his ex libris – J foxus – at the top of p.v [for another example, see Bod., MS.Laud. 

misc. 576, fol.4]; the notes below, though in a sixteenth century hand, are not by him: 

the aspect of the hand is smaller than his and there are some notably different letter 

forms, for example the e and h [compare these notes with Foxe’s handwriting at Bod., 

MS.Rawl.C.936, fol.10, and W.W.Gregg, English Literary Autographs (Oxford, 1932) 

pl. lxv]. 

This manuscript was presented to the Bodleian in 1658 [SC]. At p.1, shelf–marks, “e 

Museo olim 152” and “Ms. e Museo 119” in a seventeenth century hand (both shelf–

marks repeated on binding). At p.iii and on front board, “17” written. Acquistion no. 

3108. 
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 * * * 
 
SC. 3618; DH&EH, no.20 [p.11]; Sammut, pp.127–8; Pächt & Alexander, iii, no.985; 
DHL, no.78; Rundle, “Virtue and Weiss”, pp.199–200. 
On foreign scribes in England, see M.B.Parkes & R.Beadle, The Poetical Works of 
Geoffrey Chaucer (Cambridge, 1980) p.46n. 
On the other ‘Virtue and Vice’ manuscripts, see DHL, no.79-80; on the binding of 
London: Lambeth, MS.341, see J.B.Oldham, English Blind-stamped Bindings 
(Cambridge, 1952) pp.24–5 & pl.xx; G.Pollard, “The names of some English fifteenth 
century binders”, The Library, 5th ser., xxv (1970) pp.204-5. 
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